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ABSTRACT

An

integral

part

of

economic

development

is

the

reallocation of the employment of resources and a change in
the sectoral location of the means of income generation.

The

reallocation of resources and change in sources of income is
structural transformation. Economic development theory has

identified the forces at work in bringing about structural

transformation as growth in factor productivity and the
operation of Engel's law.

Empirical research

on

structural transformation

in

developing countries has been confined mostly to large cross-

section

analysis.

An

exception

is time-series

analysis

conducted on Japan's long-term economic development. Japan's

experience has been suggested as having lessons for other
monsoon economies.

The objective of this study was to identify and explain

the patterns of structural transformation in the Philippines
and Thailand, and to compare the sources of similarities and
differences for the period 1961 to 1987. The Philippines was
identified as a "land-constrained" economy and Thailand as a
"land-abundant" economy.

Ordinary least squares regression was used to analyze the

pattern of structural transformation in the Philippines and
Thailand. This analysis focused on (1) the performance of the

agricultural sector during economic development and (2) on
iii

expenditure patterns during economic development.

The productivity of on-farm resources was found to be

explained by employment of off-farm inputs. There is a direct
association between this productivity, the resource endowment

(land/labor ratio), and the generation of an agricultural
surplus beyond the needs of the agricultural population.
Resource endowment determines the path for generation of an

agricultural surplus. The Philippines generated agricultural
surplus based on increased land productivity. The generation
of agricultural surplus in Thailand was accomplished based on
resource

endowment

and

the

associated

increased

labor

productivity.

The path of agricultural surplus generation impacted the
relationship between this generation and intersectoral labor
mobilization.

productivity

While

of

resource

on-farm

endowment

resources

and

diverged

the

relative

between

the

countries, the direction, if not magnitude, of influence was
consistent between countries.

The operation of Engel's law was confirmed, as was the

positive effect of agricultural output on expenditures for
nonagricultural products. Both of these effects were stronger
in Thailand than the Philippines.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

As

a

agrarian

to

process

of

society

changes from

being

being minimally agrarian it
transformation.

Stevens

almost entirely
passes through

a

and Jabara (1989)

define this process, structural transformation, as "a change

in the relative importance of the different economic sectors
associated with the shift from a predominantly agricultural
economy to
sectors."

one dominated

by

industrial

and

service

This is a process that takes place over an extended

period of time, with a continuous lessening of the proportion
of labor and income in the agricultural sector.

Johnston and

Kilby (1975) define the "structural transformation turning
point" as a decline in the absolute size of the farm labor
force.

Essentially

all

European

and

North

American

countries, as well as Australia, New Zealand and Japan, have

made this

transformation.

In Southeast Asia this process is

underway, to varying degrees between countries.

In addition

to the observation of a secular decline in the proportion of
labor and income in agriculture, structural change has also

been defined in terms of the closely associated equalization
of relative labor productivity across sectors (Kuznets 1957).

During the transformation of economic structure, two

general characteristics of a society change: (1) the location
of employment of resources and (2) the means of

income

generation.

Measures of the changes in economic

structure

include the proportion of income produced in each sector and
the proportion of labor force in each sector.

A complex linkage of resource transfer takes place

between agricultural and nonagricultural sectors in the
development process—one that includes shifts in demand (due

to population and income changes) and an altered production
process.

Elements of interaction between agricultural and

non-agricultural sectors that are detailed as determining
structural transformation include: (1) demographic parameters

in terms of population growth and labor supply growth,

especially

a transfer of labor

out of agriculture; (2)

higher levels of productivity of factors of production in
agriculture — labor and land — derived from current and
capital inputs that come from beyond the sector;

(3)

provision of an agricultural surplus in the form of food and
raw materials; and (4) a change in patterns of expenditures

for agricultural and non-agricultural products, including the
agricultural

sector

serving

as

a

growth

nonagricultural products (Mellor, 1966b).

market

for

Each of these

elements was identified and incorporated into the objectives
of

this

research.

Agricultural

resource

endowment

—

land/labor ratio — and government policies determine and are
determined by the four elements mentioned above and are also
included in the objectives.

The process of structural transformation in Southeast

Asia, as hypothesized in theory and as analyzed with empirical
data, is the focus of this research, with specific focus on
the

mobilization

nonagricultural

of

labor

from

sector.

the

agricultural

Critical

to

assumptions

the

and

contributions of economic development theory and methodology
in the realm

Economic

of structural transformation

development theories that

give

are

presented.

agriculture

a

dominant role in early stages of development are used as the

basis for a comparative analysis of the experience of two

countries — the Philippines and Thailand.

Much of this

economic development theory refers to the experience of Japan
in the late nineteenth century and

as proof

early

twentieth

century

and example of a pattern of development to be

emulated by other nations dominated by monsoon agriculture.
Extensive

empirical research

Japanese development experience.

has been conducted on the

The salient points of the

theory and empirical research on the Japanese model of

agricultural development, intersectoral linkages, and balanced
growth are reviewed and drawn upon for reference to the

empirical analysis of the structural transformation process in
Southeast Asia.

Monsoon Agricultural Development and Structural Transformation

Common structural and demographic characteristics of
low-income

countries

in

Southeast

Asia

include

a

large

percentage of the population dependent on agriculture for

income and employment,

growth rates.

and high population and labor force

Agricultural production possibilities in East

and Southeast Asia are dominated by "monsoon agriculture":

heavy

seasonal

rains;

labor-intensive

(rice)

paddy

agriculture; and a relatively high population density (Oshima
1987).

The conditions that prevail in the agricultural

sectors of monsoon Asia are: seasonality of demand for rural

labor, a scarcity of agricultural land, small farms, a strong
demand for food due to population growth and urbanization,

food grains production occupies a large portion of Asian farm
lands and provides most agricultural employment, inadequate
per capita food supplies, poverty, landlessness, and low
agricultural real wages (Oshima 1987).
Given

these

conditions

in

contemporary

developing

countries of Southeast Asia, the farm labor force can be

expected to increase in absolute size with limited opportunity
cost and slow growth in non-farm employment opportunities for
an extended period.
unutilized

or

The "existence of a large stock of

underutilized

resources

and

the

consequent

implications to the expansion path potentially available
represents an important distinguishing characteristic of an
agriculture sector in early stages of economic development"

(Mellor 1962). The expansion path for agriculture in monsoon
Southeast Asia is defined by a labor force increasing in
absolute size and constrained by arable land.

Agricultural Production in a Monsoon Economy

Fundamental

to

the

discussion

of

expansion

of

agricultural production for overall economic development, in
the context of the high population-land ratio in monsoon
Southeast Asia, is that this expansion is dependent on

labor-using, land-saving bio-chemical technology (Hayami and
Ruttan 1985).

The research agenda on the impacts of bio

chemical technological progress in Southeast Asia has been
focused at the micro-level.

greatly to

This research has contributed

our understanding of technological progress in

monsoon agriculture in the

context of a developing economy.

Issues addressed in this micro-level research have included
farm

income

structure,

labor

utilization,

factor

complementarities in production, innovation adoption, market

prices,

and

social returns to

research

and

extension

(International Rice Research Institute, 1978).
countries of

interest here,

modern

In the

rice seed—fertilizer

technology was found to increase productivity of land and
labor, with labor receiving a positive, but smaller, share of
the incremental factor rewards than land.

Although capital

investment (especially agricultural machinery) was found to
coincide with the new technology, causation was not found to

exist.

Hayami and Ruttan (1985) and Hayami, Ruttan, and

Southworth

(1979)

technological

provide

progress

productivity analysis.

in

insight

on

the

agriculture,

effects

using

of

sector

The application of labor-intensive

technology that increased productivity of land and labor was
observed as being a major factor in the growth of the
agricultural sector.

Technological

progress

generates

an

agricultural

surplus through higher productivity of land

and

labor.

Increased productivity accompanied by a change in the terms of
trade in favor of non-agriculture is an alternative to private

acquisition by landlords (as in the Lewis model) or by land
taxation as was done to some extent in the earliest Japanese

development.

Technological progress allows increased demand

without the

upward pressure on prices and the downward

pressure on the real wage, so that there is a net transfer of
resources

from

agriculture

and

increased

employment

in

nonagricultural sectors.

Expenditure Patterns in Economic Development

A

fundamental

characteristic of an economy that is

undergoing transformation of the economic structure is the
decline in the relative importance of food in the budgets of

consumers, i.e., the share of income going to expenditures for

agricultural products.

However, beyond this change in

expenditure patterns as an indirect effect of economic

development, food demand has a direct role in the interaction
between the primary and secondary sectors in the development

process.

Food, especially staples, are a wage good, the

availability (in terms of price and quantity) of which is

vital in bringing about the mobilization of labor from
agriculture to nonagriculture.

Demographic Parameters

Demographic

factors,

specifically

with

regard

to

population growth and labor force changes, are highlighted
because they have fundamental roles to play in the process of
structural

transformation.

In

fact,

demographic

characteristics and changes impact economic development in

four

closely

related

ways:

(1)

labor

as

a

factor

of

production; (2) population growth as a component in demand;
(3) occupational distribution; (4) birth and death rates
determining the dependency ratio — the share of individuals
consuming relative to those producing. In the first phase of
the demographic transition birth rates and death rates are

high, with a constant population growth rate, and then the
death rate drops, resulting in a rapid increase in the

population growth rate, followed in a later period by a
reduction in the birth rate and a return to a lower population

growth rate (Coale, et al., 1958).

In the second stage, or

high population growth phase, of the demographic transition
the difference in the crude birth rate and the crude death

rate (population growth rate) increases sharply. This second
stage came after economic development in countries presently
dominated

by

nonagricultural

economic

activities.

contemporary developing economies, the second phase

In

has

preceded the transformation to a nonagricultural economy.

Problem Statement and Research Justification

The change in the structure of an economy in terms of the
decline in the share of labor and income in agriculture is

central to "modern economic growth" (Syrquin 1988). Economic

development policy is formulated based on the perception of
how this change takes place.

This policy allocates scarce

resources to achieve a public end, presumably for the least
cost and maximum benefit.

Policymakers need to be able to

understand

relationships

endowment

the

and

underlying

productivity,

demographic

between

resource

parameters,

and

changes in expenditure patterns with increased per capita
income

in order to be able to make cost-minimizing and

benefit-maximizing decisions.

This need extends beyond the

national governments of developing countries.

Given the

significant role that international aid plays in economic
development,

an understanding of the development process on

the part of individuals in organizations and governments
supporting this aid effort is essential.

Using central hypotheses of economic development theory

to

analyze the transformation

countries

in

understanding

Southeast

of

the

Asia

experience of developing

should

development

help to

improve the

process in these and

other economies where monsoon agriculture is a major economic

force, allowing policy choices and adjustments in resource

allocation to be made on the basis of this understanding.

These policy choices are relevant for individuals—resident
and

expatriate—formulating

and

implementing

economic

development strategies in the Southeast Asian countries in
transition as well as other countries in Southeast Asia (Viet

Nam,

Cambodia,

and Laos) that would seem to be only

beginning the process of structural transformation.

Objectives

The objective of this study was to identify and explain
patterns of structural transformation in the Philippines and
Thailand during a period in which the economies of both
countries underwent significant change.

The performance of

the agricultural sector was examined to determine the sources
of increased production in terms of changes in the use and

productivity of on-farm inputs (land and labor) and the use of
inputs from beyond the sector (fertilizer and machinery), as
well

as

the

productivity.

impact

The

of

irrigation

generation

and

on

land

and

mobilization

labor

of

an

agricultural surplus above the needs of the agricultural
population and the

shift of labor

out of agriculture was

analyzed. The influence of agricultural resource endowment - arable land per agricultural worker — on the performance of

the agricultural sector and the mobilization of resources for
transfer to the nonagricultural sector was also examined.

The change in patterns of aggregate expenditures for

agricultural and nonagricultural products that accompanies
economic development and increases in per capita income was
determined in accordance with a generalized form of Engel's

Law.

How the productivity of agricultural labor and land

impact the decline in the share of labor in the agricultural
sector

was

estimated.

The

underlying

implications

of

demographic parameters — population growth and labor supply

growth — is included in the overall analysis.

This

delineation of the structural transformation process was done

in the context of the respective resource endowment and the

different policy regimes of the two countries.

A

descriptive

analysis

in

Chapter

III

provides

a

comparison of the similarities and differences in the pattern
of development between the two countries. This will include
an overview of the economic growth, structural transformation,

and agricultural expansion paths for the period. Background
on the policy regimes and economic development strategies
undertaken in the two countries was presented along with the

theoretical framework in Chapter II.

Using this theoretical

and policy framework and the descriptive analysis from Chapter

III, a series of recursive and single regression equations in
Chapter IV are estimated to make a comparison of differences
and similarities in the process of structural transformation
in the two countries, with respect to performance of the

agricultural sector and expenditure patterns.

10

CHAPTER II

LITERATURE REVIEW

Structural transformation is integral to the process of

economic development theory and policy.

A major endeavor of

the discipline of development economics has been to explain
the process of structural transformation,
questions of what policies and
allocation

are

most

increased prosperity

priorities in resource

appropriate

associated

undergone the transformation.

addressing the

to accomplish

the

with an economy that has

According to Johnston (1984)

••[S]ome of the most important and controversial issues of
development policy revolve about the interpretation of the

process of structural transformation ..."

Oshima (1987)

distinguishes development theories from growth theories in
that the former are concerned with structural changes and the

latter primarily with the creation of aggregate wealth.

Chenery (1979) described the "subject matter of development
economics" as consisting of "two main types of inquiry" that
needed to be consolidated and extended:

the explanation of

phenomena observed in developing countries and the exploration
of properties of theoretical models.

Heady, et al., (1965) described economic development as

a process that " ... reverses the direction of dependence (or
balance of interdependence)

...

from the non-farm sector

being dependent on the farm sector to the farm sector being
11

dependent on the non-farm sector." Also relating the process
as

one

of

intersectoral

interaction, Syrquin

(1988)

has

identified structural change as a "source of growth" through

the disequilibrium evidenced by "intersectoral differences in
factor returns" that causes factors to be reallocated across

sectors from locations of lower to higher productivity.

An

indicator of differential returns across sectors given by

Syrquin is a pattern of relative labor productivity — the
ratio of sectoral output share to sectoral labor share, with

a divergence in relative factor productivity indicated by a
low ratio value.

The change in economic structure is characterized by the
interaction of changes in consumer demand and increases in

productivity in different sectors of the economy. According
to

Johnston and Kilby (1975) the "main engine of structural

transformation" is growth in factor productivity and the

operation

of

Engel's

law

preferences increase the

where

income-related

demand

proportional expenditure on non-

agricultural goods and services.

Changes in demand, trade,

and factor use interact with patterns of productivity growth,

availability of natural resources, and government policies to
determine the pace and nature of changes in the sectoral

composition of production. Expansion of agricultural exports

"represents a major possibility of increasing agricultural
income

independent

of

the

transformation."

12

process

of

structural

Syrquin

(1988)

reviewed

the

economic

theory

and

methodology with regard to the phenomenon of the patterns of
structural change.

This change was perceived as a change in

the "relative importance of sectors in the economy in terms of
production and factor use." He found that long run processes

of structural change

are "de-emphasized

neoclassical orientation."

...

with a micro,

The macro (aggregate) level has

been the focus for empirical work on structural change while

the theory of "micro-foundations" has "guided the choice of
relations and variables" such as "Engel effects", sometimes in
the "neoclassical tradition

features."

or

emphasizing

structuralist

In the "statistical approach," originating with

Kuznets, descriptive analysis was done based on "general
models."

This approach determines "uniform features of

development ('stylized facts') and sources of growth and

change." Markets and prices have seldom been studied directly
in the long-run structural models or in the descriptive
statistical approach.

The dual model was introduced by

Lewis (1954). This approach to analyzing the disequilibrium of
an economy in transition lies between the classical model of
an agrarian economy and the modern neoclassical growth model.
The dual model is based on disequilibrium between sectors,

such that factor price equalization does not take place, and

the inequality is essential in moving resources between
sectors. Lewis' "dual structure" was based on subsistence and

capitalist sectors.

Minami (and others) have specified the
13

two sectors as agricultural and nonagricultural for "rough

approximations."

In

the

dual

model,

the

subsistence

(agricultural) sector employment is determined as a residual
(Minami 1973; Johnston and Kilby 1975).

As part of the dual-economy model Lewis (1954) introduced
the concept of surplus labor into economic development theory.
The

theoretical

concept

has

been

perpetuated

by

other

development models such as the one delivered by Ranis and Fei
(1961).

The premise is that there exists in the rural

(traditional) sector an excess quantity of labor such that the

marginal product of labor in that sector is zero or negative.
As long as this surplus labor is consuming more than its
marginal product, transfer of an agricultural surplus out of
the rural sector for capital accumulation in other sectors is
hindered.

But, according to the surplus labor theory,

significant amounts of this labor could be removed from
current use without lowering rural product, thus accomplishing
a simultaneous transfer of labor and agricultural surplus.
Neither Lewis nor Ranis and Fei address the issue of the

capacity of the "modern" (capitalist, non-agricultural, etc.)
sector to absorb the transfer of labor.

In the Ranis and Fei model, an extension of Lewis'

surplus labor model, an "institutional wage" prevails prior
to the "commercialization point." This wage is approximately

the average product of labor at initiation of economic
development

(the

"breakout
14

point").

Following

the

"commercialization point" the institutional wage is abandoned
and competitive market conditions (marginalism) prevail.
commercialization
exhausted.

point

occurs

when

surplus

labor

The
is

Since the earnings in the rural sector are based

on a subsistence wage rather than on marginal productivity,

any labor that is transferred to other sectors can be so
transferred without the necessity of an appreciable increase
in payment to the labor factor in either sector.

The supply

of labor to the nonagricultural sector is seen as perfectly
elastic.

Due to the surplus labor condition, the subsistence

wage determines the wage in other sectors.

Schultz

(1964)

and

Mellor

(1966a)

see

the

marginal

product of labor in the agricultural sector as being low, but
positive, and contend that the marginal productivity can be
increased not simply through a logistic manipulation of labor

force but through the provision of complementary technical and
institutional resources in the agricultural sector that bring
increased productivity of land and labor. Furthermore, Mellor
contends

that

the

cost

of

labor

can

be

restrained

with

expanding provision of a "wage good."
Nicholls (1963) criticizes the "excessive preoccupation"

with surplus labor by theorists and policymakers maintaining
that the more important point for widespread and sustained
development is generation and mobilization of an agricultural
surplus through increased productivity of land and labor.

Lewis and Ranis and Fei included the agricultural surplus in
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their specification, but more as a result of the transfer of
surplus labor, not as the cause of the transfer of labor.

Ranis and Fei define "Total Agricultural Surplus" as "
that portion of total agricultural output in excess of
the consumption requirements of the agricultural labor force
at the institutional wage" and "Average Agricultural Surplus"
as the Total Agricultural Surplus per nonagricultural laborer.
In addition. Ranis and Fei assume unchanging consumption by

agricultural labor such that a given percent change in AAS
equals the same percent change in total agricultural output.
One theoretical approach to describing the development

process has been to divide this process into stages or phases.
Most notable among these is the work of W.

W.

Rostow (1960).

Rostow's precise definitions of stages and preconditions has
been criticized for its lack of generality. However, the
concept of economic development stages has continued to serve

as an analytical guide at the aggregate and the sectoral
level.

The dualistic model, in part, reflects this approach.

Mellor (1966b) describes the use of growth stage models as an

"intermediate
contributions

step
and

development process

a

between
full

...

a

scale

descriptive
mathematical

cataloging
model

of

of
the

that suggests an order of causality

in development and the nature of important interactions."
Ohkawa and Ranis (1985) interpret such an approach as having
value because "just as the rules of grammar allow a variety of

unique writing styles, understandable because of the rules
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there exist patterns

modern economic growth,

...

common to

the transition to

irrespective of time and place."

In

discussion of capital formation, Perkins and Witt (1961) use
characteristics of economies in structural transformation for

"relevant criteria as a guide

agricultural sector at
process."

In

to capital investment in the

various

stages

in the development

passing through the stages, growth

in the

non-farm sector develops commercial agriculture by increased
demand for farm products and a market for unskilled labor,
and the farm sector becomes a market

for non-agricultural

products.

Johnston

and

Mellor

(1961)

depict

the

process

of

agricultural development in three phases, as a reference point
for discussion.
Phase

1.

The three phases are:
development

(possibility

of

of

change

is

agricultural

recognized

preconditions

and

accepted;

personal gain from technological improvement is obvious).
Phase

2.

Expansion

labor-intensive,

of

agricultural

capital-saving

production

technigues,

with
with

technological innovations (agriculture is a large part of
the economy; industrial capital is scarce; there exists

a dichotomy of high opportunity cost for cropland, and

low opportunity cost for

agricultural labor).

Phase 3. Expansion of agricultural production takes place
with capital-intensive, labor-saving techniques (a large
amount of structural transformation has taken place, so
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that agriculture is no longer major in the economy).
Lee (1971) defines three periods in Taiwan's agricultural
development. The first is "traditional agriculture" where the
land/labor ratio

was increasing.

The second

is one of

"agricultural development" where the land/labor ratio was
decreasing.

The third was one of "modern agriculture" where

the land/labor ratio became stabilized due to a reduction in

agricultural labor.

During the second phase agricultural

labor productivity increased while the number of laborers

rose, due to the intensification of agricultural production
that dramatically improved land productivity.
Initial technological change described in Johnston and
Mellor's and in Lee's Phase 2 is of a land-saving, labor-using
nature, as the agricultural population

increases.
land

per

per unit of land

In this description, given an increase in arable
agricultural

labor-saving
economical.

laborer,

technology

at

the

(mechanization)

reversal
will

point
become

According to both of these delineations, before

this "reversal point" such technology is not economical.
A characteristic of a change in agricultural growth
phases

based on the work of Hayami, Ruttan, and Southworth

(1979), as well as Lee (1971) is the importance of an increase

in the use of land and labor compared to the change in
productivity

of

these

resources.

As

contributions

to

agricultural growth are decomposed, the productivity of land
and labor will first lag behind the expansion of land and
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labor, then exceed the input expansion.
In the context of the dual models, Minami (1973) defines

a "turning point" as a point in time which demarcates two

stages: the stage of unlimited supplies of labor and the stage
of limited supplies of labor.

Ohkawa (1965) questioned the

assumption made by Fei and Ranis that the turning point in
economic growth should coincide with the turning point in
agriculture and suggested that there may be a problem of
"consistency between historical (or empirical) turning points
and

theoretical

turning

points."

The

turning

point in

economic growth (according to Lewis) is the "point at which
the economy turns from the first stage of development with a
surplus of labor towards the second stage of development with

a limited supply of labor."
Fei and Ranis.

This is the concept detailed by

The turning point in agricultural development

was defined in terms of labor performance, being the point
from which agricultural labor force begins to decline as a
trend.

The growth of nonagricultural labor is such that the

demand for labor is only met by an absolute labor shift out of

agriculture. Immediately before this turning point the growth
rate

of

the

agricultural

labor

force

equals

zero.

The

agricultural factor proportions and input mix on the eve of
the turning

point is characterized

by

no change

in

the

land/labor ratio and an increased usage of current and fixed

capital — the shift from the Mellor-Johnston-Lee phase 2 to
phase 3.

Reynolds (1983) proposed that the turning point can
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be defined in "employment terms" as well as "output terms."

As in most of the theory and empirical work on the
subject, the

interaction

of demographic

parameters

and

technological change in agriculture is given a central role in
the comparative analysis of structural transformation
Ohkawa and Ranis (1985).

This is done by identifying certain

changes that take place during phases of development.

and

Ranis see

by

the "demographic

transition" as

Ohkawa

a "major

phenomenon of the transition into the epoch of modern growth."
The

intensity

of

the "upsurge"

in

population

determines

whether and to what degree a labor surplus condition exists or

is extended.

Surplus labor is said to exist when the same

level of output can be maintained by a smaller labor force

with some organizational reforms and very little additional
investment.

"Commercialization" is reached when the labor

supply is exhausted,

and a "reversal point" is identifiable

when the agricultural labor force declines absolutely.

This

is equivalent to Johnston's "structural transformation turning
point."

The Role of Agriculture in Economic Development

The

beneficial

role

of

agriculture

development process was defined
Johnston and Mellor (1961).

in

the

economic

in development theory by

The agricultural sector is a

vital source of resources for the nonagricultural sector in
the

process

of

development,
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where

industrialization

is

sustained by the mobilization of agricultural surpluses and

the agricultural sector is a growth market for expanded
development. Mellor (1966, 1973) further developed this role,
in the context of a developing country with a high population

growth rate and a land constraint, on the basis of the

employment-generating capacity of agricultural change using
technology biased toward labor. Balisacan (1989) offers this
•'agriculture-and-employment-led development strategy" as an
alternative

to

(the

prevailing)

"industry-led

import

substitution" in the Philippines, citing the cases of Japan

and Taiwan as examples where increases in land productivity
were

made

possible

by

investment

in

land

development

(irrigation), use of inputs that substituted

for

land

(fertilizer) and biological innovations (high yielding rice
varieties) that also substituted for land.

Drawing upon and articulating the "general transformation
model" of Johnston and Mellor (1961) and Kuznets' work (1961),

James (1983) identifies four contributions of a "dynamic
agriculture" to economic development:

1. product: as a part of, increasing the total, national
product growth;

2. factor: shift of (labor and capital) resources from

agriculture to nonagriculture; and
3. market: increased rural income results in increased

demand for agricultural and nonagricultural production.
4. foreign exchange: agricultural exports allow for
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imports of the capital equipment necessary to accomplish
industrialization.

Connecting the relationship between agriculture, economic
development, and structural transformation James states that

the

"... overriding goal of agricultural development policy

...

is to serve the process of modernization and structural

change that constitutes economic development." Li (1988) also

identified
through

the

the

productivity

modernization

simultaneous

as

a

of

the

increase

agricultural
in

"prerequisite"

sector

land

and

labor

for

successful

industrialization in Taiwan and other Asian countries with

similar high population/land ratios.
Monsoon

agricultural

economies

are

characterized

by

labor-intensive rice production and dense populations, with
land the relatively scarce factor of production (Oshima 1987,
James

1983).

In

the

context

of

a

land

constraint

that

prohibits area expansion, labor productivity and income can be

increased only by raising the productivity of land.

Jha

(1987) cites the improvement of agricultural productivity and

generation of employment opportunities as the most urgent
requirement for alleviating rural poverty

in Asia, and since

"land is the main source of livelihood for the majority of the
rural

population

in

Asian

developing

countries [it

is]

imperative that efficient use is made of this resource."

Likewise Wu (1971) sees agricultural productivity as the
"prime motor" for industrialization.
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The necessity is thus

evident

for

technological

change

and

institutional

organization that increases the productive capacity of farm
labor.

Lee (1971) emphasizes two concepts about an intensive
pattern

of

agricultural

development

such

as

the

one

successfully undertaken in Taiwan. First, increases of inputs
and outputs through time are not monotonic, i.e., the growth
path of per capita agricultural production has variations and

the relative proportions of inputs will change.

Secondly,

land productivity is essential for raising per capita income

in a land-scarce agricultural system and labor productivity is
positively correlated with land productivity.

Hayami and

Yamada (1968) state that technological progress (the portion

of increase in output left unexplained by the increases in
conventional inputs) in agriculture was the key to Japan's
general

economic development where technological progress

permitted

the

mobilization

production
to

the

of

agricultural

industrial

sector.

surpluses
The

for

resource

mobilization was manifested in land taxes, land rent, and an

intersectoral terms of trade that favored the nonagricultural
sector.

Timmer (1988) addressed the "agricultural transformation"
and the phenomenon of "joint agricultural growth and relative

decline." As others have done Timmer identified the operation
of

Engel's

Law

and

an

increase

in

the

productivity

of

agricultural resources as being the factors that characterized
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'this phenomenon.

Timmer also iden'tified the simultaneous

absolute growth and relative decline of the agricultural
sector as a fundamental component to a successful overall

economic growth strategy, and a component often overlooked by

policymakers in developing countries and in international aid
organizations.

Timmer's interpretation of

the relative

importance of land and labor productivity varied from that of
Oshima and Jha in that emphasis is put on the necessity of
increasing labor productivity, since this is relevant from a

"welfare perspective" while land productivity is emphasized by
the "agricultural scientist" and is "important only as a
vehicle for raising output per worker." Timmer's depiction of

the possible agricultural productivity growth paths is shown
in

Figure

2-1.

The "vertical growth

path" of "rural

stagnation" is "running fast technologically to stand still
economically."

In this path labor productivity is held

constant while the growth in land productivity [(YA/D)']

equals the growth in the agricultural labor force [(LA')].
Hayami et al.

(1976) investigated the "route for

accelerating the agricultural growth in tropical monsoon Asia
[with] population pressure on limited land resources" and
identified factors underlying the shift from area expansion to
intensified land utilization as changes in the relative costs
of those alternatives.

This is reflected in the rise in the

cost of land relative to labor.
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Figure 2-1

Agricultural Productivity Growth Paths (Source:
Timmer 1988)
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The Japanese Model

The economic development experience of Japan in the late

19th and early 20th century has been given as an example of a
relevant model for

other

monsoon

Asian

economies.

The

Japanese model is put forth as a means of developing
agriculture in the context of the monsoon environment, and as
this

agricultural

development

making

a

positive

and

significant contribution to overall economic development. The
case of Taiwan is given as an example of a country that

followed a pattern of agricultural development to achieve
modern economic development that is similar to Japan, but with
even

more

lessons

for

contemporary

developing

monsoon

economies.

Characteristics of the Japanese agricultural development
have

been

identified

by

several

writers.

Johnston's

observations (1951, 1962, 1970) have reflected those of others
that see the beginnings of modern Japanese agricultural

development
observation,

as being a success.
the

development

According to this line of
was

based

on

increased

agricultural output due to increased productivity of existing
on—farm resources—land and labor——without a reduction in the

agricultural labor force and was accomplished in the context
of small-scale farms and not through capital intensive methods

or land area expansion. The role of agricultural development

in the economic growth of Japan was identified as gains in

agricultural

productivity

making
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possible

savings

and

investment necessary for nonagricultural expansion and the

"concurrent"

growth

of

agriculture

and

industry,

with

interactions in mutual sectoral growth.

Johnston (1970) hypothesized a potential for using the
Japanese development experience as a "model" for contemporary

developing countries.

Ogura (1967) defined the basis of

Japan's development experience as unique and one relevant to

developing Asian countries as Japan being the first Asian
country to make a major transformation of productivity of its

agricultural sector.

Ohkawa and Johnston (1987) identified

"three initial factors that have parallels in Asian countries"

to be an economic structure with agriculture in a dominant

position, an arable land constraint, and small-scale farming
systems. Ohkawa and Johnston went on to define an "East Asian
agricultural development pattern" that has demonstrated the
capacity to increase agricultural output within a common
"framework of basic economic conditions" that include:
1. "serious limitations on further expansion of arable
land;"

2. "high rate of increase in the [total and agricultural]
labor force;" and

3. "severe limitations on the supply of capital."
While Johnston and others (Ogura 1967; Hayami and Ruttan,

1985; Mellor 1976) recognize the valuable lesson to be learned
from Japan, it is also recognized that there are differences
in the circumstances faced by contemporary underdeveloped
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countries than those that confronted Japan.

These are;

1. much higher rates of growth of total population and
labor force;

2. pressures—economic and non—economic—that give rise
to capital-intensive investment despite capital scarcity
and labor abundance;

3. availability

of foreign aid and international

agricultural research; and

4. difficulty of imposing an agricultural land tax.

So, as Johnston points out, mere replication of the

Japanese model is not the point.
contemporary

The valuable lesson for

developing countries is that the "nature of

interrelationships between agricultural development and the

process of structural transformation" in countries with an
initially large agricultural sector "define a subset of

possibilities that merit particular attention." Specifically,
these possibilities include:

1. expanding farm output by making available inputs that
are complementary to farm supplied resources of labor and
land; and

2. avoiding increases of output and productivity by use

of scarce capital and foreign

exchange for purchasing

equipment that substitutes for low opportunity cost
resources.

The theoretical comparison of the Japanese experience and

the potential for other countries to learn from it has been
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extended to specific empirical cases.

As he had done with

recognizing the Japanese case as a useful lesson (Johnston
1951), Johnston (1962) identified early on that the same type
of approach used successfully in Taiwan had been used in

Japan, with reliance on inexpensive technological innovations
and an emphasis on employment of "working" capital.
Ohkawa and Ranis (1985) participated in a "comparative

analysis" of Japan and contemporary developing countries.
They

determined that the greater population pressure on land

makes it

even more necessary for contemporary LDCs to create

technical and economic conditions that would foster economic

development than it was for 19th century Japan.

Central to

such conditions is an increase in agricultural productivity
during early growth phases to generate resources available for
mobilization,

agriculture
development.

and

can

to

make

mobilize

a

major

these

resources

contribution

so

to

that

overall

In the comparative analysis Ohkawa and Ranis do

not see contemporary LDCs as having the leeway that Japan did

when

its

early

improvement

and

agricultural

productivity

diffusion

traditional

of

was

based

practices,

on

and

eventually increasing productivity from biologically-based
innovations and development of modern inputs. Both due to the
need for and the scientific possibility of doing so. Southeast

Asian nations undertaking economic transition must proceed
directly to the use of yield enhancing technology.
In the same comparative analysis effort as Ohkawa and
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Ranis, Kicuchi and Hayaini (1985) examined the role of

agricultural productivity of Japan as a basis of development,
using output of agricultural labor and of agricultural land.
The increase in land productivity was seen as acting as a

"major contributor to the growth of both total output and
labor productivity." Japan's growth path is compared to that
of Taiwan, Korea, and the Philippines. Divergence among these

four growth paths is observed.

Since land expansion was

limited in all four countries, the divergences were due to

differences in population growth and labor absorption outside

agriculture. Kicuchi and Hayami hypothesize that population
pressure deteriorated the land—labor ratio and induced an
increase in land productivity.

Hayami and Ruttan (1985) made a lucid comparison of the
success of Japan in achieving agricultural productivity early

in development by the use of technical and institutional
innovations, and how this success has "lessons that the newly

developing countries can learn from".
success is ameliorated

The value of this

with the necessity of the newly

developing countries to also learn from the problems of Japan
in coping with "agricultural adjustment problems" as they pass

through the final phase of structural transformation.
Kelley and Williamson (1974) disagreed with the above

implications of the theoretical and empirical work that the
Japanese experience with respect to agricultural development
was "unique" and offered a valuable "lesson."
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Using

"counterfactual analysis" they found the contemporary Asian
countries to lack comparability to Japan in the 1880-1920

period based on the differences in population growth rates,
land constraint, and factor productivity growth.

Analysis

of

Agricultural

Development

and

Structural

Transformation

Kuznets (1971) developed, and tested with U.

S.

data,

a hypothesis of "sectoral convergence" in levels of real
product per worker.

According to Kuznets, as structural

transformation proceeded, the duality of agriculture and

nonagriculture

would

disappear

and

with

it

sectoral

inequality. This is in accordance with classical theories of

long term growth that imply that over time or with growth in
per capita income factors will be rewarded equally throughout
the economy, and that

'economic structure' will decline.

Rothschild (1986) used international data based on regions of
the world to reconsider the Kuznets convergence hypothesis.

The "measure of inequality" used by Kuznets and Rothschild is
the sum of the absolute "differences between the shares of the

sectors in total product and in labor force respectively."

The range of the divergence measure is from 0 (no

divergence) to 2 (only one sector). This gives a test for

progress (at a single point in time) toward a condition where
structural change has the labor factor (and, by implication,
its substitutes and complements) allocated to their optimum
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use.

With increased productivity of factors in agriculture

and in non-agriculture separately and in the aggregate being

required

for

structural

transformation,

productivity

differentials between sectors is seen as having a negative

impact on the transformation process.

This differential is

made explicit by dividing the product share by the employment
share, and obtaining the

average product per worker for

individual sectors as a ratio of total product per worker in
the economy.

Wells (1989) undertook an examination of propositions
about the course of agricultural growth during development —

vith per capita income being used as a proxy for economic
development. These propositions were derived from what Wells
called

the

"Structural Transformation

Model" (STM) of

Johnston and Mellor. With STM implying an interaction between

agriculture and other sectors in a developing economy that
included the following factors:

1. growth of per capita agricultural output;

2. growth of product per agricultural worker; and
3. rate of change in the agricultural labor force as
share of population.

Wells

used

regression

analysis

to

test

the

level

of

development (per capita income) as an explanation of the
following structural relationships:
1. per capita agricultural output;

2. agricultural labor as a share of total population;
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3. agricultural output; and

4. growth rate of agricultural labor.

Hayami

and

Ruttan

(1985)

used

a

comparison

of

agricultural productivity based on output per worker and
output per hectare among several countries "as a first step
in identifying the broad pattern of agricultural development."
Additionally, the labor-land ratio was included in the

comparative analysis. To identify intercountry differences
in labor productivity in agriculture, Hayami and Ruttan used
first estimated an aggregate production function.

Then, to

account for intercountry differences in labor productivity,

they used the resulting parameters as contribution of factors

of production to specifiy a labor productivity function. This
function expressed labor productivity as determined by the
ratio

of

other

factors

agricultural labor.

of

production

with

respect

to

The results for the less developed

countries (LDCs) in the study showed that the "LDCs were able
to increase labor productivity by counteracting a rapid
decline in the land-labor ratio with significant technological

progress and with improved human resources." The experience
of low-income Asian LDCs indicates the potential exists for

significantly increased agricultural output per worker with
"adequate investments in education, research, and the supply
of modern technical inputs, even if land area per worker

continues to decline because of growing population pressure in
the rural sector."

The major implication for structural
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transformation in the Hayami and Ruttan research was for the

stage when "agricultural labor force begins to stabilize." A
"lag between the loss of comparative advantage in agriculture
and the reallocation of resources between agriculture and the

rest of the economy" was seen as likely due to the inevitably
extended time period for transfer of labor to nonagriculture
and farm size expansion to take advantage of new returns to
scale.

Yamaguchi and Binswanger (1975), Yamaguchi (1982), and

Yamaguchi and Kennedy (1984) used a two—sector model in the
"measurement of growth accounting and structural change of the

Japanese economy" from 1880 to 1965 and 1880 to 1970. In this
simultaneous, dynamic model the "push" and "pull" of resources

between the agricultural and nonagricultural sectors was

analyzed.

Included in the model was an allowance for a

"market imperfection" in the form of a differential in the

wage rate between the agricultural and nonagricultural
sectors.

This was evidenced by the share of total labor in

the agricultural sector being greater than the share of total
income in the agricultural sector and the wage income as a

share of agricultural output being less than the wage income
as a share of nonagricultural output.

Technical change in the agricultural sector was found to

"push" resources out of agriculture.

While intersectoral

terms of trade that favored nonagriculture, a differential

wage rate that provided "lower factor rewards in agriculture".
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technical change in the nonagricultural sector and capital
accumulation in the nonagricultural sector, were all found to

"pull" resources out of agriculture.

The use of current

inputs originating in the nonagricultural sector facilitated
the transfer of capital from the agricultural sector while it
increased the labor productivity and per capita income in the

agricultural sector.

The contribution of the agricultural

sector to overall economic growth was directly related to use

of the current inputs and the closely associated technical
change in the agricultural sector.

Timmer

(1984)

made

an

attempt

to

use

a

set

of

simultaneous regression equations in a "general equilibrium

perspective" to explain structural transformation in terms of
the share of total product in agriculture for several

developing countries. This model emphasized macro—variables
(foreign exchange, world cereal and non-cereal prices, current
account balance, oil imports, rural—urban terms of trade, and
investment as a share of GDP) to explain the share of total

GDP in agriculture.

The objective was to demonstrate the

effect

prices

of

energy

and

policies

on

structural

transformation.

Timmer's work like that by Kuznets, Rothschild, and Wells

mentioned above was based on pooling short time-series data
and a cross—section of developing countries.

With some

exception (e.g., Yamaguchi et al.) notably missing from the
research to date on structural transformation has been the use
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of time-series data for country-specific analysis, due to the
difficulty in obtaining adequate data for this task.

Policy Regimes and Economic Development Strategies in the
Philippines and Thailand. 1961-1987

In summarizing the economic successes and policy lessons
from Asian development James et al. (1989) described Thailand
as a "resource rich" country that demonstrated strong economic

growth in the 1960's and 1980's and the Philippines as " ...

the exception" in a region where economic progress was the
norm.

James, et al.

pointed out that structural change in

the region was significant in terms of product and employment,
though

less

so

for

employment,

with

the

Philippines

experiencing the slowest rate of structural change.
In the Philippines and Thailand there was a government

policy of low food prices in response to strong growth in
demand for food with an increase in nonagricultural population

and high overall population growth rates. Both countries were

faced with a "conflict between the objective of fostering
structural transformation by achieving a net flow of resources
from agriculture and the objective of improving the living
conditions of the rural population" (James, et al. 1989).
James, et al.

attributed the growth of Asian agricultural

production since the early 1970's to policies adopted more
than to initial conditions.
and grew fast."

Thailand had the "preconditions

Indonesia, another Southeast Asian country
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not included in this comparative analysis, is said to have

started with a disadvantageous position in terms of per capita
income and to have overcome that position with appropriate

policies. While foodgrain production grew in the Philippines,
government intervention hampered growth in the late 1970's.
In Asian countries where policies have been successful, they
have been instrumental in improving both the incentives to

produce (price interventions) and the capacity of the sector
to respond (nonprice interventions).

In an analysis of the development patterns of Southeast
Asian countries Oshima (1987) calls the Philippines the

"greatest disappointment." Having " ... started the post war
era with a good position ... [the Philippines] chose to put
their available resources not in agriculture but in capitalintensive

industrialization

...

[and

in

the] 1980's

protection encouraged inefficiencies."

Balisacan (1989) describes development in the Philippines
since the 1950's as being based on an "industry-led, capital-

intensive import substitution strategy ..."

The trade and

industrial policy has been one of a system of trade-related
tariffs and subsidies, and prxce discrimination against

exports

in

the

1970's

and

1980's.

Export taxes

on

agriculture, and monopsonies and oligopsonies restricted
incentives.

The restrictions were reduced in 1986.

Such a

policy is described as based on "persistent bias of the public
sector against agriculture" in the 1960's, 1970's, and 1980's.
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1/

This policy regime has promoted the "transfer of scarce

resources from agriculture to industry and

subsidization of

industrial inputs, particularly capital, and outputs" through

"explicit and implicit taxation" including market control.
The

effect has

been

one

of "depressing the

prices

of

agricultural products." The "comprehensive system of controls
on imports and foreign exchange stimulated production of
import-substituting industrial consumer goods ... [and]

penalized backward integration and agricultural production."
The results after three decades, according to Balisacan, is
that industrialization has been retarded and unemployment and

the incidence of poverty have not been reduced. The analysis

by James, et al. (1989) of the Philippines provided a similar
description of import substitution industrialization that

brought economic growth in the 1950's with a slowdown in the
1960's, because the necessary linkages between agricultural
and nonagricultural sectors had not been developed.

A primary characteristic of agricultural policy in
Thailand is the "government monopsony" for securing rice.

Azal

(1965)

examined

the

relationship

between

agricultural policy and structural transformation.

Thai
He

described the export tax on rice as providing an incentive for
transfer of labor to nonagriculture while rice consumption in

nonagriculture is subsidized.

The export tax actually

encourages the movement of capital and labor away from rice
production.

Therefore the "export tax enhances structural
38

change" and keeps wage levels low, with a "labor/land ratio"
not so high as to cause "zero marginal productivity on the
farms."

Therefore

as

workers

leave

the

farms,

total

agricultural production will be smaller than it would have
been had they stayed if techniques of production remain the
same". Similarly Bertrand (1969) identified the effect of the

rice (export) premium as one of subsidizing rice consumption,

removing labor from agriculture, and diverting economic
activity toward nonagricultural sectors.

Relative to other developing Asian countries, James

(1989) describes Thailand's overall policy stance as "outward
looking", with the exception of the export tax on rice.
empirical

analysis

of

Thailand's

economic

policy

An
and

development by Tamaschke and Duriyaprapan (1981) for the
twenty year period prior to 1981 shows that Thailand had an
"outward looking economic policy of generating growth through

export expansion." Beginning in 1961, the government made a
"conscious

effort"

to

achieve

economic

growth

through

expansion of exports of agricultural products. From 1968 to
1971 there was a slowdown in economic growth due to lagging

exports.

As prices of major exports went down, other

countries undertook food self-sufficiency policies, and the

export of US rice increased. Tamaschke and Duriyaprapan found
that, as a counter effect to this reaction to the world rice
market, from 1966 to 1973 U. S. military expenditures had a

positive relationship to national income growth in Thailand.
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This relationship was seen as especially related to the
investment made in roads and infrastructure in Northeast
Thailand. While Thailand's policy of levying an implicit tax

on the agricultural sector through the export premium has been
identified

by

many

researchers

as

benefiting

the

nonagricultural sector, Siamwalla (1987) contends, in contrast
to James, that import substitution strategies have failed to
boost industrial employment, due to a lack of competitive
incentives.

A critical era of policy change in the Philippines came

during the Green Revolution of the late 1960's and 1970's.

Employment of new rice techonologies, through the assistance
of international agencies increased physical productivity and

output in the agricultural sector. However, the policies of
low domestic food prices and export restriction preempted a
full realization of the economic development benefits of the
agricultural technology policies.

The Thai government undertook agricultural technology

policies later and at a slower pace than did the Philippines.
Beginning in the early 1980's, the rice export tax was
lowered.

Also, in the early 1980's, the Thai government

intensified efforts to develop rice varieties suitable for use

in

Thailand,

and

the

government

development programs.
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undertook

irrigation

CHAPTER III

DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS OF TWO DEVELOPING MONSOON ECONOMIES

The Philippines and Thailand are located in Southeast
Asia. Both are described by the World Bank (1987) as "Middle

Income Developing Countries." The monsoon climate determines
the production schedule and success of the rice crop for both
countries.

Rice occupies more than 50% of the crop area in

both countries (USDA 1990). Data from the World Bank (1988),

USDA (1990), and FAO (1965-1989) are used in this chapter to

provide a description of the process of economic development
and structural transformation in the Philippines and Thailand

for the period 1961-1987.

The analysis is done on a two-

sector basis with two sectors broadly defined as agricultural

and nonagri-cultural, in accordance with the definitions used
in the data sources.'

1 These two broad categorizations, the differences between

them, and the change presented in this chapter are not meant
to represent perfectly discrete measurements, but to offer an
informative perspective on the issues at hand. For example, it
may be reasonably assumed that some portion of the
"agricultural labor" is engaged in "nonagricultural economic

activity." To the extent that this is the case, the direction

of bias in the analysis is known, and is known much better
than is the magnitude of the bias. From a comparative

perspective, it may also be assumed that any such bias exists

in a similar fashion between the two countries, such that

implications of the bias are diminished when comparing the two

countries. Additionally, it should be duly noted that within
the nonagricultural sector in developing countries, that a

large portion of the labor force is employed in service

occupations as opposed industrial occupations. The
limitations, as well as the considerable merits, of the data
sources used here are addressed in Wells (1989).
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Economic Development Indicators

Economic growth took place in both countries during the

period, using per capita income as an indicator, with a
slowdown in growth in the 1980's, and a decline in real income
in the Philippines in the 1980's (Figure 3-1). Income growth
is useful as an indicator of the operation of Engel's law

where incremental expenditures are directed toward non-

agricultural products. This change in expenditure pattern is
a characteristic of structural transformation. Expenditures

on agricultural product (EA) is defined here as domestic
agricultural GDP (YA) plus agricultural imports (RA) minus
agricultural exports (XA) and calculated as:
EA = YA + RA - XA.

Where YT is total GDP, EA/YT is then the share of total

product used in expenditures for agricultural product.
In

Thailand

the

share

of

total

product

used

in

expenditures for agricultural product decreased for most of
the period, as would be expected during economic development

(Figure 3-2). In the Philippines there was a slight reduction
in the share of expenditure on agricultural products, along
with the slow increase in per capita income.

In the 1980's,

when growth slowed or declined in the two countries, the share
of total income going expenditures for agricultural product

was not reduced proportionately.

This inverse relationship

between income growth and the share of income expended for

agricultural product is in accordance with Engel's law.
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Population Growth

The rate of population growth is relevant in monsoon

development due to the certain impact of lowering the land/man
ratio, its potential to reduce per capita income, and as a
factor in increasing demand.

The rate of population growth

was approximately 3% per year for the Philippines and Thailand
in 1961 and changed very little for the next ten years.

In

the 1970's population growth began to slow in the Philippines
and took a precipitous drop in Thailand (Figure 3-3).

Into

the 1980's the rate of population growth in the Philippines

remained constant at just less than 3% per year. In Thailand
in the 1980's, the rate of population growth continued to
decline to well below 2% per year.
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Figure 3-3 Population Growth Rate, Philippines and Thailand,
1961-1987
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structural Transformation

Structural transformation has been defined as a decline

in the proportion of labor employed in agriculture and the

proportion of income generated in agriculture, as well as the
related convergence of the relative labor productivities
across sectors.

The "speed of sectoral change" is the

difference between the growth rate of the nonagricultural
labor force and the total labor force (Dovring 1959; Johnston

and Kilby 1975).

This coefficient of differential growth

(CDG) must be positive for the nonagricultural labor force to
be absorbing more than a proportionate share of the total
increase — absorption of the increase in labor due to

population growth within the sector as well as absorption from
outside the sector.

The CDG is the rate of change of the

share of total labor in nonagriculture, and may be considered

a measure of intersectoral labor mobilization. Both countries

experienced a positive coefficient of differential growth
during the period — nonagricultural employment grew faster

than agricultural employment (Figure 3-4).

The Philippines

had the lowest differential for the entire period, falling
below 1 for much of the 1970's and never above 2 for the three

decade period.

The difference in sectoral employment

opportunities changed erratically in Thailand during the

period, with an upsurge of nonagricultural labor growth in the
1970's and a decline in the 1980's.

The trend of the

coefficient of differential growth over the period in the
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Philippines is less erratic and appears to be inverse to that
of Thailand.
The measures of economic structure — the shift of labor

out of agriculture and the change in the share of total income

in agriculture — are shown in Figure 3-5. The decline in the
proportion of the total labor in the agricultural sector has
taken place in both countries.

Each country began the period

with more than fifty percent of the total labor force in
agriculture.

The rate of decline increased in Thailand in the

early 1970's and decreased in the Philippines during the same

years.

The

crossover

of

nonagricultural

labor

becoming

greater than agricultural labor is a critical point in the
process of structural transformation, with implications for
the speed with which intersectoral labor mobilization can take

place (Dovring 1959).

As agricultural labor constitutes a

smaller proportion of the total labor force the mobilization
can

proceed

at

a

faster

pace.

The

Philippines'

non-

agricultural labor force exceeded the agricultural labor force

for the first time in 1983.

Thailand had several years to go

with more than two-thirds of the labor force remaining in
agriculture in 1987.

Even though the Philippines reached a

level of nonagricultural employment greater than agriculture,
the absolute numbers in the agricultural labor force continued

to increase.

increased

The agricultural labor force in both countries

in absolute size throughout the

(Figure 3-6 and Figure 3-7).
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entire

period
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Economic Structure, Philippines and Thailand,
1961-1987
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Neither of the countries had reached the "structural

transformation turning point" where labor-saving agricultural \/
technology would be expected to have an economic advantage
over labor-using technology.

The percent of total income

generated in agriculture is also shown in Figure 3-6.

In

Thailand, the share of total income generated in agriculture
declined

significantly,

with

almost

no

change

in

the

Philippines.

The relative labor productivity between the sectors for

the Philippines and Thailand is shown in Figure 3-8.

In both

countries, labor productivity in the agricultural sector was
less than one-half that in the nonagricultural sector, but

increased

relative

to

labor

productivity

in

the

non-

agricultural sector up to 1975. In the late 1970's and early
1980's, this trend was reversed in the Philippines, as
the relative labor productivity declined until 1984.
Some degree of structural transformation did take place

in the both countries from 1961 to 1987, especially with
regard to the shifting of labor out of agriculture.

The

sectoral change in source of income was of major consequence
only in Thailand.

The large share of labor and the small

share of income in the Thai agricultural sector indicate an

extreme intersectoral divergence in labor productivity.
suggested

by

the

distribution

of

labor

and

As

income, the

divergence between labor productivity in the two sectors was
more pronounced in Thailand than the Philippines.
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Agricultural Growth Path

Central to the "general transformation model" of Johnston

and Mellor (1961) is how the agricultural sector performs in

early stages of development.

The importance lies in the

ability of agriculture to fulfill its role in economic
development and to do so by means of increased resource

productivity.

This role includes the provision of food and

raw materials to the nonagricultural sector.

One expression

of this provision is an "agricultural surplus." The use of
labor-intensive technology to increase the productivity of

land and labor, especially land, is a crucial aspect of a
long-term

development

strategy
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for

a

monsoon

economy

undergoing structural transformation (Johnston and Mellor

1961; Hayami and Yamada 1968; Johnston 1970; Lee 1971; Oshima
1987; and Hara 1990).

The Philippines and Thailand increased output at about
the same rate from

1961 to about 1975.

After 1975,

agricultural growth slowed in the Philippines, and continued
to increase in Thailand. Both countries expanded agricultural

output by more than 200% during the period (Figure 3-9).

Agricultural surplus has been defined as the portion of
output from the agricultural sector above that needed for ^
consumption within that sector.

Wu (1991) suggested that a

condition necessary for the generation of agricultural surplus
would be that the annual growth rate of agricultural product

be greater than the growth rate of the agricultural

population. Here agricultural surplus (AS) is calculated (in
constant US dollars) as the total agricultural product minus

the national agricultural expenditure weighted by the share of
the total population in agriculture:
AS = YA - (EA * MA/MT).

Where YA is domestic agricultural product; EA is expenditure

for agricultural product; MA is agricultural population; MT is
total population; and AS/YA is agricultural surplus as a share
of total agricultural product.

Both countries increased agricultural surplus as a share

of -total agricultural output (Figure 3-10) although this
change was not large in the Philippines. The major increase
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Figure 3-10

Agricultural Surplus as a Share of Total
Agricultural Product, Philippines and Thailand,
1961-1987
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in agricultural surplus as a share of agricultural product in
the Philippines, for the three decades analyzed here, came in
only a few years in the mid-70's.

In both countries in the

1980's the share of total agricultural product available for
intersectoral transfer levelled off .

The growth in agricultural production for a country is
determined by the productivity of the land and labor on the

farm, by the quantity of these on-farm resources and by the
use of factors of production from outside the agricultural
sector that increase labor and land productivity, i.e.,

biological and chemical technology, machinery, and infrastructural development such as irrigation.
of

land

and

labor

is

significantly

The productivity
impacted

by

the

proportional endowment of resources in the agricultural
sector. Hayami, et al. (1979) used the following identity to
demonstrate the relationship between labor productivity, land

productivity, and the land/labor ratio:
YA/LA = YA/D * D/LA.

Where LA is agricultural labor and D is agricultural land.

According to the "induced innovation hypothesis" (Hayami
and Ruttan 1985) the choice of which of the factors of

production from outside the sector is used will depend on the
relative cost of the on-farm resources. As land is relatively
more abundant and thus relatively less costly, Hayami and

Ruttan hypothesize that mechanization will be the induced

technology choice. According to this influential perspective
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on international agricultural development, as labor is
relatively more abundant and thus relatively less costly,

biological and chemical technology will tend to be the induced
technology choice.

The area of arable land increased in Thailand for the

entire period, with the rate of expansion increasing in the
1970's and 1980's (Figure 3-11). The Philippines on the other

hand, had essentially reached the limits of its "land
frontier" by the 1960's (Hayami et al. 1976) and expanded the
arable land area by a very little over the next two decades.

The rapid land area expansion in Thailand in the early 1970's,
combined with a declining population growth rate and a rapid
transfer of labor out of agriculture, forestalled a decline,

and brought about an increase in the land/labor ratio (Figure

3-12). In the Philippines the situation was different, with
the combination of a rapid expansion of agricultural labor as

a result of a high population growth rate and a slow rate of
transfer of labor out of agriculture, together with a severe

constraint on land expansion resulted in a decline in the

land/labor ratio. Given the deterioration of the land/labor
ratio in the Philippines from 1961 to 1987, this developing
monsoon economy will be referred to henceforth as a "land-

constrained" economy.

Thailand, with a pattern of land

expansion from 1961 to 1987, will be referred to henceforth,
as a "land-abundant" economy.

Agricultural factor productivity in terms of agricultural
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Land/Labor Ratio, Philippines and Thailand,
1961-1987
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GDP in constant 1980 US dollars per laborer and per hectare of

land is shown in Figure 3-13.

Factor productivity in the

Philippines was greater than in Thailand for the entire
period.

There was a generally parallel increase in labor

productivity up to 1980, when the labor productivity levelled
off in both countries, with the Philippines experiencing a

decline.

Land productivity grew faster in the Philippines

than

Thailand,

in

agricultural

especially

product

per

during

the

agricultural

1970's.

laborer

and

The

the

agricultural output per hectare of arable land was essentially
egual within each country in 1961

as was the land/labor

ratio — but then diverged as the relatively scarce resources

in each country became more productive. Land productivity in
the Philippines diverged upward from labor productivity. In
Thailand

labor

productivity

diverged

upward

from

land

productivity. In the Philippines, land was relatively scarce,
and land productivity was emphasized.

In Thailand, land was

relatively abundant, and labor productivity was emphasized.
The percent of total domestic agricultural product

exported for the two countries is shown in Figure 3-14.
During the 1960's there was little change in, and little
difference

between,

the

export

orientation

of

the

two

countries' agricultural sectors. During the early 1970's, the

export orientation of the agricultural sectors of both
countries increased. In the 1980's, the export share leveled
off in Thailand and declined in the Philippines.
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Employment of inputs other than the on-farm resources of
land and labor is shown in Figure 3-15, Figure 3-16, and

Figure 3-17.

Due to the critical role of water in rice

production and the importance of rice in monsoon economies
such as the Philippines and Thailand, water control is the

single most important element for agricultural development in
monsoon Asia (Oshima 1987).

Both countries increased the

share of arable land under irrigation during the period.

However, this increase in irrigation was not of a large

magnitude. In the Philippines, where total arable land area
did not increase appreciably, the development of irrigation on

the existing land increased at a slightly faster rate than in
Thailand. In Thailand the total amount of arable land nearly

doubled, so that the continual increase in the proportion of
arable land under irrigation does reflect a major change in
the total number of irrigated hectares. Fertilization (metric

tons of complete fertilizer per 1,000 hectares) increased in
both countries throughout the period, with the Philippines

using higher application levels than Thailand. Mechanization
(tractors per 1,000 hectares) was more pronounced in Thailand
than the Philippines in the 1980's.

The employment of off-farm inputs reflect the relative
costs of on-farm resources. The use of land-saving technology

in the form of fertilization was more important in the

Philippines. The use of labor-saving technology in the form
of mechanization was more important in Thailand.
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Figure 3-16 Fertilizer Use, Philippines and Thailand, 19611987
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Figure 3-17 Tractors per 1,000 Hectares Arable Land,
Philippines and Thailand, 1961-1987

The Japanese Model in the Philippines and Thailand

The population growth rates in both countries for the

1960's, and for the Philippines for the entire period, reduce
the ability to make a direct and complete analogy to the

conceptual framework of the early Japanese development

experience. Included in this demographic departure from the
Japanese Model is the continued growth of the agricultural
labor force.

With respect to agricultural growth, the Philippines did
tend to demonstrate those characteristics delineated in the

Japanese Model more so than Thailand.

Increases in

productivity in the Philippines for the period as a whole were
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of the "intensive" sort; emphasizing augmentation of land

productivity with irrigation and fertilizer, and limited
mechanization.

Thailand appears to have relied primarily on

"extensive" growth: emphasizing land expansion, increased
labor productivity, and mechanization.

The agricultural resource expansion paths (Figure 3-18

and Figure 3-19) and the productivity growth paths (Figure 320 and

Figure

endowments,

hypothesis.

in

3-21) do reflect the relative resource

accordance

with

the

induced

innovation

This relative direction of inducement is

consistent with the Japanese Model, as Hayami and Ruttan point

out.

However, the timing of the innovation change with

respect to changes in the absolute size of the agricultural
labor force is not consistent with the resource allocation
implied by the Japanese experience.

In terms of a large share of the labor force remaining in

agriculture and a rate of land expansion greater than or equal
to the rate of growth of agricultural labor, Thailand fits the

description of Johnston-Mellor-Lee Phase I. But, in terms of
the high rate of mechanization that took place in the 1970's

and 1980's, the Thai agricultural growth path does not fit the

depiction in these phases. Mechanization prior to an absolute
decline in agricultural labor is not as described in the

phases developed by Johnston and Mellor and by Lee.

These

phases describe a land constraint situation more like the
Philippines than Thailand.
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Figure 3-18

Agricultural Sector Resource Expansion Path

Philippines, 1961-1987
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Figure 3-19

Agricultural Sector Resource Expansion Path,
Thailand, 1961-1987
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CHAPTER IV

REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF PERFORMANCE OF THE AGRICULTURAL SECTOR
AND EXPENDITURE PATTERNS DURING STRUCTURAL TRANSFORMATION

Four characteristics of structural transforitiation as
discussed in Chapter II include:

1. increased productivity of agricultural factors of

production due to the increased availability and use of
augmenting inputs from beyond the agricultural sector;
2. the generation of an agricultural surplus beyond the

consumption needs of the agricultural population;
3. a relative decline in the proportion of labor

employed in the agricultural sector; and

4. a change in expenditure patterns, including response
to increased per capita income, such that a larger

share of total product is expended for nonagricultural
products in accordance with Engel's law;
These characteristics constitute the basis for analysis
of structural transformation and economic development in the

Philippines and Thailand, specifically with regard to (1) the

performance of the agricultural sector and (2) expenditure
patterns during economic development.

The first part of the analysis is concerned with

agricultural land and labor productivity.

First, it is

proposed that productivity of agricultural land and labor has
been increased through technology embodied in or directly
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associat:ed with irrigation, fertilization, and mechanization.

Secondly, it is believed that this increase in productivity
and

its

direct

relationship

with

resource

endowment

(agricultural land per agricultural laborer) determines the
generation of an agricultural surplus. The generation of an
agricultural surplus is expressed as an increased share of
agricultural output above the consumption of the agricultural
population. Finally, it is thought that the ability for, or
constraints in, mobilizing labor from the agricultural to the

nonagricultural sector can be explained in the context of the

generation of an agricultural surplus, a divergence of labor

productivity between sectors, and the export orientation of
the

agricultural

sector.

Figure

4-1

illustrates

the

relationships embodied in explaining productivity growth of
agricultural land and labor.

To analyze the patterns of expenditures during economic
development it is postulated that the share of total income
directed toward expenditure for nonagricultural product is

positively associated with per capita income and that the
share of total product directed toward expenditure for

agricultural products is expected to be negatively associated
with per capita income.

An additional component of the

analysis of a change in the expenditure patterns during
economic development is investigation of the impact of

increased agricultural output expenditures for nonagricultural
products.
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Figure 4-1 The Performance of the Agricultural Sector in
Structural Transformation
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Apart from the generality of the relationship between

agricultural productivity, agricultural surplus, and the
mobilization of labor between sectors there is reason to

believe that there should be a difference between countries in
the direction of influence and the relative importance of the

variables

used

to explain the

components of

structural

transformation process. This difference is based on variation
in resource endowment and in development strategy.

For the

period analyzed, in the descriptive analysis the Philippines
was shown to be a country where labor was the relatively
abundant resource, and

Thailand was shown to be a country

where land was the relatively abundant resource. The relative

change in productivity and resource employment in each country
demonstrated a tendency to emphasize an increase in the

productivity of the relatively scarce resource and increased
employment of the relatively abundant resource.
development

strategy

was

described

as

being

Thailand's
"outward

oriented", compared to the Philippines and other Asian
countries. Both countries' agricultural sectors increased in

export orientation during the period, although this was more
predominant in Thailand.

With the Philippines being a land-constrained economy and
Thailand a land-abundant economy, it would be expected that

the incremental impact of mechanization — a labor-saving
technology — on labor productivity in the Philippines would

be greater than in Thailand. Likewise, it would be expected
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that the incremental impact of fertilization — a land-saving
technology — on land productivity in Thailand would be

greater in the Philippines. These impacts occur as respective
off-farm inputs associated with the induced innovation choice
are utilized in conjunction with a relatively larger endowment
of on-farm resources — more tractors with more land in
Thailand

and

more

fertilizer

with

more

labor

in

the

Philippines.

Furthermore, the productivity of the relatively scarce

resource in each country would be expected to be positively
associated with the generation of an agricultural surplus.

This means that it would be expected that the two countries

analyzed here would differ in terms of the basis of the

generation of agricultural surplus.

In the Philippines, a

land-constrained economy, technology-induced land productivity
is the main source of agricultural output growth and there
should be an inverse relationship between resource endowment

and agricultural surplus generation.

For Thailand, a land-

abundant economy, the relationship between resource endowment

and the generation of an agricultural surplus would be
expected to be a positively correlated one.
The resource endowment should be positively related to

intersectoral labor mobilization (the rate of growth of the

nonagricultural labor force as a share of total labor) in both
the land-constrained and the land-abundant situation. It then

follows that, just as the relative endowment of on-farm
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resources induces the emphasis in productivity to be directed
toward the resource that is relatively scarce, so is the

relationship between the generation of an agricultural surplus
and

intersectoral

labor

mobilization

expected

to

vary

depending on the induced relative productivity of the on-farm
resources.

Under conditions of a land constraint, increases in labor

productivity are a result of land productivity more than a
result

of

resource

predominates

over

endowment,

and

while

productivity

resource

in

endowment

explaining

labor

productivity in a land—abundant situation. Thus, in the landconstrained Philippine economy, prior to the "reversal point"
or

"structural

agricultural

transformation

labor

begins

an

turning

absolute

point"

decline

where

and

the

land/labor ratio increases, the generation of an agricultural

surplus would be expected to be negatively associated with
intersectoral labor mobilization. This is due to the increase

in land productivity relative to labor productivity in the
land-constrained situation, which means that there is an

inverse

relationship

transfer of

between

land

productivity

labor out of agriculture in

and

both the

the
land-

constrained situation and in the land—abundant situation.

In

the

an

land-abundant

Thai

economy

the

generation

of

agricultural surplus would be expected to be positively
associated with the intersectoral mobilization of labor.

The generation of an agricultural surplus, alone, does
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not explain intersectoral labor mobilization.

The relative

labor productivity is expected to be negatively associated
with

the

movement

of

labor

out

of

agriculture,

as the

divergence in factor rewards between sectors "pulls" the labor
resource out of the sector where it is less productive, and

into the sector offering more productive employment.

Export

orientation in the agricultural sector is expected to be

negatively associated with intersectoral labor mobilization,
as agricultural exports offer the agricultural sector the

ability to generate income beyond the realm of domestic
intersectoral interactions.

To further examine the issues of economic structure and

agricultural productivity in Thailand and the Philippines a
series of five recursive equations are developed to test the

performance of the agricultural sector during structural
transformation.

In addition, three single equations are

developed to analyze the expenditure patterns.

Productivitv of on-farm resources

Equations (1) and (2) are, respectively, agricultural
labor (LA) productivity and land (D) productivity functions,
specified as being explained by the introduction of inputs
from beyond the agricultural sector, through irrigation (W),
fertilization (F), and mechanization (T).

These off-farm

inputs are expected to have augmented on-farm resources and
thus the coefficients are expected to have positive signs.
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Equation (3) is an identity relating the association between
on-farm resource productivity and resource endowment.

(YA/LA)t = Xo+>^i(W/LA)t+X2(W/LA)tHX3(F/LA),+X4(F/LA) 2+
X5(T/LA)t+elt

(1)

(YA/D)j = 5o+5i(W/D)t+52(W/D),2+63(F/D)t+54(F/D) 2+
55(T/D)t+e2^
(D/LA)

(2)

= [(YA/LA),/(YA/D),]

(3)

t = 1, 2, ... , 27 years (1961-1987)

Where (YA/LA) and (YA/D) are, respectively, the domestic
agricultural product, in constant 1980 US dollars, per

agricultural laborer and per hectare of arable land; (W/LA),
(F/LA), and (T/LA) are, respectively, irrigated hectares,
metric tons of fertilizer, and tractors per 1,000 agricultural

laborers; (W/D), (F/D), and (T/D) are, respectively, irrigated
hectares, metric tons of fertilizer, and tractors per 1,000
hectares of arable land; (D/LA) is the number of hectares per
agricultural laborer.

In

the

productivity

equations

[(1)

and

(2)],

a

significant quadratic term indicates diminishing returns to
the respective off-farm input with regards to its incremental
contribution to the productivity of the on—farm resource.

Based on the law of diminishing returns, as successive equal
increments of an off-farm input (relative to the on-farm

resource) is employed, beyond some (inflection) point the

resulting productivity of the respective on-farm resource will
diminish in magnitude.

Maximization of the productivity of
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the on-farm resource is achieved as the change in productivity
of the resource, with respect to the incremental use of the
off-farm input, approaches zero.

The results from the estimation of equations (1) and (2)

are in Table 4-1.

For both countries the t-ratios indicate

that employment of each of the off-farm inputs was positively
associated with increased land productivity and with increased

labor

productivity.

The R^s and F—values indicate that the

variance in the productivity of the on—farm resources is

significantly explained by the overall employment of off-farm
inputs.

These results reflect the influence of technology

embodied in off-farm inputs in increasing the productivity of
on-farm resources.

Both the change in productivity and the

intersectoral linkages implied by employment of the off-farm

inputs are part of the set of characteristics of a successful
structural transformation, as depicted in Figure 4-1.

The existence of diminishing marginal returns in land

productivity and in labor productivity with respect to the
off-farm inputs was indicated.

The quadratic terms for

irrigation and fertilization were negative and significant at
the .05 level in the labor productivity functions for both

countries. The quadratic terms for irrigation in the Thailand

land productivity function were also negative and significant
at the .05 and .10 level, respectively.

In the Philippines

land productivity function, the quadratic term for irrigation
was negative and significant at the .05 level, and the
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quadratic term for fertilization was negative and not quite
significant at the .10 level.

A comparison of the coefficients for mechanization and
for fertilization indicate that these technologies resulted in
the

incremental

increase

in

productivity

of the

on-farm

resources with respect to specific off-farm inputs in inverse
proportions to the same on-farm resources and the off-farm

inputs.

That is: 3(YA/LA)/a(F/LA) and 3(YA/D)/a(F/D) for

Thailand (with less fertilization) are greater than for the

Philippines, and 3(YA/LA)/3(T/LA) and 3(YA/D)/3(T/D) for the
Philippines (with less mechanization) are greater than for
Thailand.

Generation of an Agricultural Surplus

Equation (4) specifies the generation of agricultural

surplus as explained by the estimated dependent variables in
equation (1) and equation (2) — productivity of land and

agricultural labor. This association between the generation
of an agricultural surplus and the productivity of on-farm

resources is specified in terms of the relationship between

labor productivity and land productivity in the identity in
equation (3).

(AS/YA) = CTo+«^i(D/LA)t+«4t
t = 1, 2,

(4)

, 27 years (1961-1987).

Where (AS/YA) is agricultural surplus as a share of domestic
agricultural product.
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Table 4-1. Regression results for test of the productivity
of

on-farm

resources

being

explained

by "off-

farm"
inputs
during
economic
development,
Philippines and Thailand, 1961-1987. '
variable

Philippines

Thailand

agricultural land productivity
intercept

-416.13

*

(W/D)

(W/D)^

11.06 **

16.75 **

(3.40)

(2.25)

-0.03 **

-0.06 **

(-2.21)

(-3.44)

(F/D)

-896.44

(-1.65)

(-2.06)

7.34 **

4.98 **

(2.17)

(2.16)

(F/D)2

-0.22

-0.04

(T/D)

44.40 **

106.34 **

(2.85)

(6.55)
F-value

r2

*

(1.79)

(-1.41)

50.60 **

435.64 **

.99

.92

agricultural labor productivity
intercept
(W/LA)

(W/LA)^
(F/LA)

(F/LA)2

-848.52

*

19.55 **

21.79 **

(3.12)

(3.31)

-0.08 **

(-3.37)
7.13 **

(3.14)
-0.09 **

-0.23 **

(2.38)

(-2.66)

F-value

215.60 **

* significant
** significant

8.44 **

(2.73)

115.33 **

* t-ratios are

-0.07 **

(-3.14)

(T/LA)
R^

-1316.86 **

(-2.74)

(-2.27)

(7.80)

67.56 **

(3.28)
68.93 **
.94

.98

in parenthesis
at least at the .10 level
at least at the .05 level
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The results from estimation of equation (4) are in Table

4-2.*

The

for the Philippines estimation indicates the

ability to generate agricultural surplus to be well explained
,2

by resource endowment. For the Thailand estimation, the R

indicates thatresource endowment explains much less of the

ability to generate agricultural surplus. The t-ratios for
the slope coefficients are significant at the .05 level for
both countries. These results support the relationship, shown

in Figure 4-1, between generation of agricultural surplus and
resource endowment.

Just as there was a difference in the relative resource

endowment for the Philippines and Thailand, the relationship

between agricultural surplus and resource endowment is also
different for the two countries.

The divergence in the

agricultural surplus generation paths can be observed by the

opposite signs of the slope coefficients for each of the two
countries.

The relationship between agricultural surplus

generation and resource endowment was:

a(AS/YA)/3(D/LA) < 0 for the Philippines; and

a(AS/YA)/a(D/LA) > 0 for Thailand.^

1 F-values are not calculated for these tests since the models

contain only one independent variable and the t-ratios

therefore constitute a test of the ability of the entire model

to explain the variance in the dependent variable.

2 This comparative statics analysis should be interpreted as
the change in the dependent variable occurring due to changes
in one underlying parameter with other parameters held
constant.
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For the land-abundant Thai economy, agricultural surplus

was generated on the basis of a favorable resource endowment.
This situation was due to a land expansion in the face of a

growing

agricultural labor force, as discussed

in the

descriptive analysis. The land constraint and rapidly growing
agricultural

population

in

the

Philippines

precluded

generation of an agricultural surplus via a resource endowment
path.
Given that in all cases:

a(D/LA)/a(YA/LA) > 0 and

a(D/LA)/a(YA/D)

< 0,

then the relationship between generation of an agricultural

surplus and the productivity of the on-farm resources is:
a(AS/YA)/a(YA/LA) = 3(AS/YA)/d(D/LA)*3(D/LA)/3(YA/LA)
< 0 for the Philippines and > 0 for Thailand; and

3(AS/YA)/3(YA/D) = 3(AS/YA)/a(D/LA)*3(D/LA)/3(YA/D)
> 0 for the Philippines and < 0 for Thailand.

The Philippines generated an agricultural surplus on the
basis of increased productivity of land derived from the use

of factors of production originating from beyond the sector.

The increased labor productivity in Thailand is primarily
accountable to the increased resource endowment, and less so

to the use of off-farm inputs.

Therefore, the basis of

Thailand's agricultural surplus generation was primarilyt
resource endowment.

Furthermore, this surplus generation is

largley attributable to labor productivity associated with
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that resource endowment.

Table 4-2. Regression results for test of the generation of
agricultural surplus being explained by resource
endowment" Philippines and Thailand, 1961-1987.*

Philippines

variable

intercept

Thailand

0.94 **

-0.87

(41.05)

(D/LA)

*

(-2.04)

-0.50 **

1.21 **

(-19.82)

(3.01)

.94

.27

* t-ratios are in parenthesis
* significant at least at the .10 level
** significant at least at the .05 level

Intersectoral Labor Mobilization

Equation (5) specifies intersectoral labor mobilization
— the growth rate of nonagricultural labor as a share of

total labor

variable

in

orientation

—

as explained

(4)
of

and

the

by

by the

the

agricultural

estimated

exogenously
sector

and

dependent

given
by

export
relative

sectoral labor productivity.

CDG

= Ao+Ai(AS/YA),+A2(AS/YA) 2+A4(XA/YA)t+
A4[(YA/LA)/(YN/LN)
t

Where

(5)

= 1, 2, ... , 27 years (1961-1987).

CDG

is the coefficient of differential

growth

or

intersectoral labor mobilization; (XA/YA) is agricultural
exports as a share of domestic agricultural product; and
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[(YA/LA)/(YN/LN)]

is

domestic

agricultural

product

per

agricultural laborer as a share of domestic nonagricultural
product per nonagricultural laborer.
The estimated coefficients and significance tests for

equation (5) are in Table 4-3. The divergence in development

paths due to differences in resource endovnnent and policy
regimes is evident.

The signs on the coefficients for the

agricultural surplus variables are opposite for the two
countries:

acDG/3(AS/YA) < 0 for the Philippines and
aCDG/a(AS/YA) > 0 for Thailand.
As a result of the differences in resource endowment and

the associated agricultural surplus generation path, the

relationship between the resource endowment and intersectoral
labor mobilization is the same for the two countries:

aCDG/a(D/LA) = [aCDG/a(AS/YA)]*[a(AS/YA)/a(D/LA)] > 0
for the Philippines and for Thailand.

The relationship between on-farm resource productivity
and intersectoral labor mobilization is also the same for the
two countries:

aCDG/a(YA/LA)

=[dCDG/a(AS/YA)]*[a(AS/YA)/S(D/LA)]*[a(D/LA)/S(YA/LA)]
> 0 for the Philippines and Thailand; and
aCDG/a(YA/D)

= [aCDG/a(AS/YA)]*[3(AS/YA)/a(D/LA)]*[a(D/LA)/a(YA/D)]
< 0 for the Philippines and Thailand.
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Table 4-3. Regression results for test of intersectoral

labor mobilization being explained by agricultural
surplus,agricultural export orientation, and
relative labor productivity, the Philippines and
Thailand, 1961-1987.'

Philippines

variable

intercept
(AS/YA)

Thailand

51.79 **

-34.38 **

(3.42)

(-5.69)

-1999.47 **

188.33 **

(-3.21)

(AS/YA)2

(5.74)

200.40 **

-211.57 **

(3.23)
(XA/YA)

(-5.82)

-0.75

-6.22 **

(-0.91)
[(YA/LA)
/(YN/LN)]
F-value

(-2.65)

-3.75 **

-15.58

(-2.83)

(-1.20)

34.48 **

r2

14.79 **

.87

.72

* t-ratios are in parenthesis

** significant at least at the .05 level

The result that increased agricultural labor productivity
can explain the mobilization of labor out of agriculture is

not consistent with the classical labor surplus theory, where
the productivity of labor is assumed to be unaltered by either
technology or land expansion, but
agricultural sector.

by outmigration from the

In the two economies analyzed here, the

equilibrating effect that brings the land-constrained and the
land-abundant

situations

to

have

intersectoral

labor

mobilization responses of the same nature (although not
necessarily of the same magnitude) is the determinant effect

that resource endowment has on the relative productivity of
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land and labor.

While agricultural surplus was generated via different

paths

and

intersectoral

labor

mobilization

responded

differently in the different resource endowment situations,
the force that "pushed" labor out of agriculture was the

ability to produce an incremental increase in agricultural

surplus with the same amount of labor due to a change in
technology or a change in resource endowment, not due to

outmigration.
contrary

to

Again, the direction of association here is
the

classical

surplus

labor

theory

where

agricultural surplus is generated as a result of a reduction
in the agricultural labor force.

The inverse relationship

between land productivity and intersectoral labor mobilization
derives from the ability of the land, being either more

available or more productive, to employ more labor at higher
productivity levels.

The signs of the coefficients for export orientation and
for relative labor productivity were as expected for both
countries, indicating a negative relationship between these
variables

and

intersectoral

labor

mobilization.

In

the

estimation of the Philippines equation, export orientation was

not

significant

at

the

.10

level

and

relative

productivity was significant at the .05 level.

labor

In the

estimation of the Thailand equation export orientation was

significant at the .05 level and relative labor productivity
was not significant at the .10 level.
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Expenditure Patterns During Economic Development

Equations (6), (7), and (8) analyze the expenditure
patterns during economic development.

(EA/YT)t

= ao+«i(YT/MT)t+e6t

(6)

(EN/YT),

= T,o+T;,(YT/MT),+e7,

(7)

(EN/MT),

= j8o.+i8i(YA/MT)t+^2(YN/MT),+e8t (8)

Where

(EA/YT)

and

(EN/YT)

are,

respectively,

the

expenditure for agricultural products and nonagricultural

products as a percent of total national product; (YT/MT) is
the gross domestic product per capita; (EN/MT) is per capita
nonagricultural expenditures; (YA/MT) is domestic agricultural

product per capita; and (YN/MT) is domestic nonagricultural
product per capita.

Equations (6) and (7) are a simple test of the operation
of Engel's law.
sign, and

In (6), a, is expected to have a negative

in (7) ijj is expected to have a positive sign

indicating a reduction in the share of income expended for

agricultural products and an increase in the share expended
for nonagricultural products as per capita income increases
with economic development.

In equation (8) jSj

and ^2 should

be positive, reflecting the relationship between income growth
in

each

sector

and

nonagricultural product.

than ^2 if

the

growth

in

expenditures

for

Additionally, jSj should be larger

agricultural sector has fulfilled its role of

serving as a growth market during economic development.
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The results of tests on patterns of expenditures during
economic development are shown in Table 4-4 and Table 4-5.'

In both tests the individual coefficients are significant at

the .05 level according to the t-ratios.

Additionally, the

R^s for the models indicate that the independent variables
explain most of the variance in the dependent variables.
As expected, there is a negative relationship between the

growth in per capita income and the expenditure shares going
to agricultural products, and a positive relationship between
the per capita income and the expenditure shares going to
nonagricultural products.

These relationships are a general

indicator of economic development, where a larger share of the
resources are dedicated to pursuits beyond the acquisition of

necessities such as food.

Based on a comparison of the

absolute values of the coefficients, expenditure shares on

agricultural products were more responsive (in a negative
direction) to incremental increases in per capita income in
Thailand than in the Philippines — an equal change in income
in Thailand brought about a larger incremental reduction in
the share of income directed to expenditures for agricultural
products. And, symmetrically, the incremental increase in the

share of income directed to expenditures for nonagricultural

products were larger in Thailand.

The descriptive analysis

^ F-values are not calculated for the tests of Engel's law

since the models contain only one independent variable and the
t-ratios therefore constitute a test of the ability of entire
model to explain the variance of the dependent variable.
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showed

Thailand's

remaining

per

capita

income

growing

faster

and

more resilient in the 1980's than was the per

capita income in the Philippines.

The results in Table 4-4

indicate that economic development in Thailand, to a greater

degree than in the Philippines, allowed for expenditure of
increased income for more than agricultural products.

signs of the coefficients in Table 4-4

The

demonstrate the

generality of Engel's law to both economies and the relative
magnitudes

of the

coefficients

indicate the ability to

accelerate the operation of Engel's law.

The magnitude of the coefficient for agricultural output

per capita was larger for both countries than the coefficient
for nonagricultural output per capita.

Thus, there is

evidence that the agricultural sector in each country was

fulfilling its role as a growth market for nonagricultural
products during this period of economic development.
Thailand

the

difference

in

the

magnitude

of

the

coefficients is much larger than in the Philippines.

In
two

Such a

difference in magnitude indicates that agricultural growth had

a relatively larger impact on nonagricultural expenditures in
Thailand than in the Philippines.

Expenditure patterns are a primary characteristic of a
successful structural transformation.

In the two situations

analyzed here, the expenditure patterns in Thailand much more
than

in

the

Philippines

have

transformation process.
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demonstrated

a

dynamic

Table 4-4. Regression results for test of the change in
expenditure patterns during economic development
in accordance with Engel's law, the Philippines
and Thailand, 1961-1987.*
variable

Philippines

Thailand

agricultural expenditures as a percent of total income
intercept
(YT/MT)
r2

39.44 **

58.62 **

(33.79)

(24.39)
-0.04 **

-0.06 **

(-17.05)

(-10.00)
.80

.92

nonagricultural expenditures as a percent of total income
intercept
(YT/MT)

43.02 **

47.59 **

(18.09)

(11.19)
0.83 **

0.64 **

(13.09)

(9.94)

,92

.80

't-ratios are in parenthesis

** significant at least at the .05 level

Table 4-5.

Regression results for test of the agricultural

sector as a market for nonagricultural products

during economic development, the Philippines and
Thailand, 1961-1987.*

variable

intercept
(YA/MT)
(YN/MT)

F-value

R^

* t-ratios are

** significant

Philippines
-211.44 **

Thailand
-504.66

(-4.55)

(-7.46)
1.62 **

3.57 **

(5.61)

(5.23)
1.18 **

0.63 **

(20.85)

(3.76)

388.00 **

58.59 **
.83

.97

in parenthesis
at least at the .05 level
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Structural transformation is a process that takes place

over time as a society changes from being primarily agrarian
to being minimally agrarian.

This process is integral to

economic development and involves a sectoral reallocation of

the employment of resources, a similar change in the location

of the means of income generation, and the closely associated

equalization of relative labor productivity across sectors.
The economic forces at work during the transformation of

a developing economy are growth in factor productivity and the
operation of Engel's law.

Interacting with these forces are

demographic change, the resource endowment and the development
strategies

implemented

through

policy

decisions.

These

policies will be more effective in achieving their goals if
they

are

made

with

an

understanding

of

the

underlying

relationships between resource endowment and productivity,
demographic parameters, and changes in expenditure patterns
that take place during economic development.
Economic
relative

development

importance

productivity of

and

theorists

have

considered

interconnection

agricultural labor, the

between

the
the

productivity of

agricultural land, the generation of an agricultural surplus
beyond the needs of the agricultural population, and the role

of the agricultural sector in overall economic development.
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These factors, in various combinations, have been given
different priorities by different development economists, and

consequently,

so

has

the

priority

varied

in

policy

implementation.

Most empirical research on the structural transformation
process in developing countries has been based on analysis of
large cross-sections of countries, with limited time-series,
country-specific analysis. A major exception to this is much
research that has been done on the economic development of

Japan from the latter nineteenth century to the mid-twentieth
century.

The lack of time-series analysis in contemporary

developing

countries

is

largely

due

to

limited

data

availability.

Empirical work on the early development of Japan has been

postulated as a relevant framework for consideration by other
East and Southeast Asian economies.

Taiwan is given as an

example of the success of emulating the Japanese model.

The

postulation of theoretical relevance and empirical proof are
based on general similarities in the resource endowment among
the monsoon economies.

the Japanese

model

Detractors from, and supporters of,

as a

replicable

monsoon development

paradigm, as well as Taiwan's experience, point to differences
due

to

contemporary

developing

countries

having

higher

population growth rates and the availability of greater
technological possibilities.

This

study

sought

to
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identify

and

explain

the

characteristics and patterns of structural transformation in

two

developing

Thailand.

economies

monsoon

These

of

two

both

economies,

countries

are

heavily

are

the

Philippines

similar

dependent

in

and

that the

upon

monsoon

agriculture, and they are different in relative endowments of

agricultural resources and in policy regimes. The Philippines
is identified as a "land-constrained" economy and Thailand is
identified as a "land-abundant" economy.

The policies in

Thailand have tended to be less interventionist than have

those in the Philippines and other Asian countries.

The

development strategy in the Philippines was identified as

being one of relative neglect of agricultural development in
favor of capital-intensive industrial development.
in

both countries used

Policies

import substitution to favor the

nonagricultural sector.

The analysis of the structural transformation process was
done using data from the Philippines and Thailand for the

period 1961 to 1987.

These analysis focused on (1) the

performance of the agricultural sector and (2) expenditure
patterns, during economic development.

With regard to the performance of the agricultural

sector, first a test was conducted on the relationship between
the productivity of on-farm resources (agricultural land and
labor) and the employment of technology embodied in off-farm

inputs (irrigation, fertilization, and mechanization).
change in

productivity was directly associated
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This

with the

resource endowment (land/labor ratio) as outlined in the

induced innovation hypothesis. Using this direct association,
a test was made of the relationship between resource endowment

and the path for generation of an agricultural surplus, with
the expectation that mobilization of labor out of agriculture
(the rate of change in the nonagricultural labor force as a

share of the total labor force) would be explained by the
generation of an agricultural surplus, a divergence of labor
productivity between sectors, and the export orientation of
the agricultural sector.
Since

the

two

countries

have

different

resource

endowments, of specific interest was the impact of this

difference on the relative productivity of on-farm resources,
the employment of off-farm inputs, and the generation of an

agricultural surplus.
resource

endowments

The analysis of the difference in
was

extended

to

examine

how

the

intersectoral mobilization of labor was affected by this
difference.

The patterns of expenditures during economic development
were analyzed to test for the operation of Engel's law with

the anticipation that distribution of expenditure shares for

agricultural products would be inversely related to the growth
of per capita income during economic development. A test was
made of the relationship between per capita expenditures for

nonagricultural products and increased agricultural production
per capita during economic development.
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The productivity growth paths of the on-farm resources
reflected the relative resource endowments, in accordance with

the

induced

innovation

hypothesis.

Thailand

avoided

a

deterioration of the land/labor ratio, by expansion of arable

land, and mechanized the agricultural sector considerably more
than did the Philippines.

In the Philippines, the land/labor

ratio declined due to exhaustion of the land frontier and a

rapidly growing agricultural population, so that the induced
technology choice was one of emphasizing land productivity
with fertilization.

Strong support is given to the general

hypothesis of increasing the productivity of on-farm resources

with

technology

Irrigation,

that

is

fertilization,

embodied
and

in

off-farm

mechanization

inputs.

were

all

positively and significantly related to labor and to land
productivity.

The ability for, or constraint in, generation of an

agricultural surplus was significantly associated with the
resource endowment.

There was a divergence between the two

countries in the agricultural surplus generation paths, with
the

resource

endowment

being

positively

related

to

agricultural surplus generation in Thailand and negatively
related to it in the Philippines. Likewise, the relationship

between the productivity of on-farm resources and agricultural

surplus was opposite for the Philippines and Thailand.

The

Philippines generated agricultural surplus on the basis of
increased productivity of land derived from the use of factors
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of production originating from beyond the sector.
inverse relationship

Due to the

between resource endowment and

land

productivity, Thailand's land productivity was negatively
associated with agricultural surplus generation.
The relationship between intersectoral labor mobilization
and

resource

endowment

was

consistent

between

countries.

Resource endowment was positively associated with the labor
mobilization in both countries.

The determinant effect that

resource endowment has on labor productivity and on land
productivity brings the land-constrained and the land-abundant

situations to respond in the same nature in explaining
intersectoral labor mobilization.

There was also cross-country consistency between on-farm
resource productivity and intersectoral labor mobilization.

Agricultural labor productivity was positively associated with

intersectoral labor mobilization based on the ability to
produce an incremental increase in agricultural surplus with
the same amount of labor due to a change in technology or a
change

in

resource

endowment.

Land

productivity

was

negatively correlated with intersectoral labor mobilization

due to the land, whether more available or more productive,
being able to employ more labor in the agricultural sector at

higher productivity levels.

As expected, export orientation

and relative labor were negatively related to intersectoral
labor mobilization.

The operation of Engel's law was confirmed, with the
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response of a change in the distribution of expenditure shares
being greater in Thailand than in the Philippines.

Also

confirmed was the role of the agricultural sector as a market

for nonagricultural products during development. Again, this
effect was stronger in Thailand than in the Philippines.

The

implications

of

the

above

results

regarding

development strategy in monsoon Asia are in terms of emphasis
to be placed on public support of alternative agricultural

development paths.

The

environment in which the policy

choices are made on agricultural development paths is one

circumscribed

parameters.

by

resource

endowment

and

demographic

The resource endowment determines the relative

advantage of different technologies embodied in factors of

production that come from beyond the sector, as well as having
an

effect

agriculture.

on

the

forces

that

transfer

labor

out

of

The appropriate emphasis will change as the

resource endowment changes due to exhaustion of the land

frontier, population growth, and/or mobilization of labor out
of agriculture.

Specifically, a rapidly declining resource endowment

implores policies that will increase the productivity of
existing

on-farm

resources.

In

the context

of

monsoon

agriculture, this increased productivity can be accomplished
with development of irrigation.

And, in general, public

policy that promotes the development and adoption of yield
increasing

biochemical

technologies
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can

increase

land

productivity and thus also increase labor productivity. The
population growth rate and the closely associated share of
labor in agriculture and intersectoral labor mobilization
provide an indication of the longer run prospects for a
direction of induced innovation.

Only when nonagricultural

employment can absorb all of the labor growth arising from
the natural increase in population in both the agricultural

and the nonagricultural sectors can technical innovation, and
the related public policy, turn to production processes that
emphasize factors of production that substitute for labor.
The role of agriculture as a positive force in increasing
demand

for

nonagricultural

expenditures

indicates

that

policymakers should not see agricultural development as a
deterrent to

development

of

the

nonagricultural

sector.

Instead, the mutual interaction of the two sectors should be
seen as a desirable aspect of a development strategy.

Limitations of this study are related to the generality
of the results, the aggregative nature of the data, and the

relatively short period of analysis. The results should only

be applied to the countries for which the analysis was done.
Beyond this, using the framework of resource endowment and onfarm resource productivity derived from off-farm inputs is a

starting point for similar research in other Southeast Asian
economies. Country-specific information with respect to data
and to policy background would be required for such research.

Taking this framework beyond the monsoon Southeast Asian
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conditions would require changes in the basic assumptions of
the

analysis.

One

example

would

be

the

importance

of

irrigation in monsoon Asia and its limited importance in other
developing countries.

Another example would be that the

land/labor ratios in monsoon Asia are very high compared to
other developing countries, and have been high for so long
that this characteristic has shaped the nature of organization

of agricultural production activities and social institutions.
Aggregate data was used in this analysis. While the data
was from sources that have made possible research that was not

previously possible, results should be interpreted as general
trends.

The changes and the differences presented are not

perfectly discrete, but offer an informative and useful
perspective.

Further research to improve upon the information, and to

confirm the implications of the results, derived from this
study could include any one, or some combination of three,
different directions to extend the analysis.

be a longer time period of analysis.

The first would

Any extension of the

data for a longer period of analysis could only serve to
improve the understanding of the relationships and process

under investigation.

Secondly, extending the comparative

nature of the analysis to other developing monsoon economies
would test the generality of the results presented here.

Thirdly, disaggregated analysis could permit distinctions in
the relationships at the regional or community level.
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